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What is Socio-economic Security? 
Human certainly has particular needs and interest in living his/her life.  In fulfilling 
their life, sometimes people have to deal with mother earth.  In this point, the 
relationship between human and nature emerges in some activities.  The relationship 
between human and nature has recently been a very popular subject since late 70’s 
(Irimoto: 1981).  All the things humans do to the mother earth, it will certainly have 
effect to the earth and soon it will hit back to human life.  For years, man has been 
cutting down the trees in the forests in the world.  When we loose so many forests 
rapidly, the weather changes quickly.  We are then facing drought longer than it 
should be; winter much colder then ever been; the sea level is uprising; and when it is 
summer, the heat is tremendously higher than ever before.  Not to mention the 
changes in agriculture cycles due to the weather shifting.  In some area on earth, 
people are facing famine and lack of nutrition because the harvest failure because of 
the drought or the snap cold.   
 
Considering the limitation the human capability, such as adjusting their body to the 
weather and the threat of famine, some people have initiative to promote life style 
changing to prevent unthinkable catastrophe for human kind on earth.  However, at 
the same time, we also agree that human has rights, such as economic, social, and 
political right as part of the human right to be fulfilled. We have the human basic 
condition concerning their social and economic life that is required to be secured. 
Acknowledging the condition of nature and the demand of human needs, guide me to 
study the security of socio-economic for people who live in the forest area.   
 
I agree with the term suggested by Zhang Yunling1. Security means stability and 
safety. Yet, I want to add two more things which are availability and sustainability as 
part of the term Security.  Economic security entails the maintenance of given levels 
through access to resources, finance and market.  While social security concerns the 
maintenance of traditional patterns of language, culture, religion, social order and 
communal identity. For some people or group, the socio-economic security has not 
yet been guaranteed fulfilled.   
 
For people who live in or around forest area, some groups (which are not always poor 
people) have unique cases when they face the reality to fulfil their daily basic needs 
from forest products (such as hunting, gathering, and agriculture) while at the same 
time the policy of the state acquires the action of protecting and reserving the forest. 
The people who live in or around the forest are often blamed for the deforestation 
because their lives are really attached to the forest. But is it really true that people 

                                                 
1 Zhang Yunling is a professor and Director of Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies in Chinese Academy of Social 
Science.   



who live in or around the forest are in the position of endangering the forest in order 
to fulfil their daily needs?   
 
Socioeconomic security for poor people is a major issue in third world countries.  
Some occur because of some state policies do not take poor people prosperity into 
priority.  This can be dragged from the state’s policy in macro finance that is the first 
priority.  The action and policy in micro finance and micro level is very much 
neglected.  Moreover for country that has industrial based economic policy, most of 
the state’s economic views and paradigm are mainly supporting and accelerating big 
capital modal. In some countries in tropical area, the forests are very rich with high 
quality of woods.  It attracts big capital modal to invest in the international wood 
market encouraged by the state’s policy that invites capital modal investment.   
 
In the mean time, so many natural resources exploitation, including forest, bring 
serious problem concerning environmental sustainability and the surrounding people’s 
welfare. The environment is in danger.  The socioeconomic security for people, 
especially for poor people is neglected.   On the other hand, the profit of the natural 
resource exploitation goes to the state or directly to the investor which is most of the 
time is a stranger to the community, while people in who live surrounding the 
exploitation site gain all the loss such as damaged village roads, economic loss (such 
as losing or diminishing their cultivation land), cultural loss (such as ancestral domain 
that is claimed by the private company or the investor), social loss (such as migration 
to other area, broken homes), or even political loss (such as local people or indigenous 
being accused as illegal tenant in the new area).  Furthermore, the local people are 
often blamed for the environmental and nature degradation.  Well, this fact does not 
surely happen in all countries.  We shall see in this study.   
 
Goal 
We surely need some mechanism that will accommodate the state’s interest 
(economical growth, forest conservation, and so on and so forth), people’s welfare, 
and the sustainable environmental development and usage. This research is to see the 
case of people live around forest area in Thailand, their socioeconomic security, their 
strategy to survive and the relationship between local people and the state. 
 
Methodology 
I use qualitative approach and exploratory approach in this research.  I believe this 
issue is very sensitive since it is related to many interests of some parties that is why 
qualitative method will reveal more data and information.  Open ended questions are 
most employed in the research.  Yet, secondary data and information in any kind will 
be helpful in enriching the research. 
 
Concerning the methodology I employ, I am using the exploratory approach to 
identify the community group perfect for my research.  For the first month, I explored 
several indigenous communities in Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai and gathered 
information from people who hold certain position or work with the communities.  
Cross-cutting the observation, some information gathered from people in NGOs and 
academic figure in Chiang Mai University, reading some references and mix-
matching with requirements from NRCT and my research as well, I chose Karen 
communities as my subject of the research with some reasons that I will explain 
below.   
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After defining the subject of the research, I then made questionnaire consist of 
personal data questions of my source and open ended questions as tools of qualitative 
approach.  Assisted by a translator, I visited a Karen village in Chiang Rai and a 
Karen village in Mae Wang District in Chiang Mai. 
 
The Karens 
The Karen people (as if the other indigenous groups) in Thailand are often considered 
as “not Thai” and often called as hill tribe people (who in the past were potential to 
become slave for Thai people).  Some opinions among Thai people toward indigenous 
people are even worse, the general notion among Thai people assume the hill tribe 
people, no matter what the tribe is, are the people who are responsible for the forest 
destruction and the reduction of the water supply in Thailand.  It may be because 
some hill tribe people, including the Karens, are still practicing rotational cultivation 
which demands field burning in the forest.   
 
Any judgment without evaluating the whole elements and reasons is not fair.  I chose 
the Karens because of its famous (among NGOs) traditional values in managing the 
forest and in the same time fulfilling their daily needs from the forest.  They claim 
that their dependency on the forest is very high because it is part of their culture and 
tradition therefore they need to preserve the forest.  At the beginning, I wonder how 
the Karens practice slash and burn cultivation can say they need to preserve the forest 
for their own and the next generation survival in the future.   
 
I decided to visit a Karen village that is known for its strong hold to its culture and 
tradition.  It is the Hin Lahd Nai village.  I also visit another Karen village in Mae 
Wang District for comparison; it is the Nong Muntha village.   
 
Hin Lahd Nai village is located just along the border of Chiang Rai-Chiang Mai 
Province.  It is on the way between amphoe Phrao (Chiang Mai Province) and Wiang 
Pa Pao (Chiang Rai Province).  I went there accompanied by local NGO (raak pha).  
Although I already learn Thai language, I still needed a translator for complex 
sentences and local knowledge that is not said by the villagers.  Therefore I chose a 
translator that has experience with indigenous people in Thai and also has concern to 
environment and culture.    
 
On the way to Hind Lahd Nai, we passed through the highway in Khun Chae National 
Park. On the first half through Khun Chae National Park we only saw green big trees.  
We felt so relieved and fresh.  Yet, on the second half, we witnessed several bold hills 
just along the road.  Nim, the girl from Raak Pha, explained that those hills are 
occupied by Hmong people who plant corn and flower.  After that, we entered the 
basin.  There are so many wide areas of rice field along the basin.  Then we turned left 
through the road to Phrao.  Once again we saw bold hills and once again Nim said it is 
occupied by the Hmong people.  After 20 km, we turned left and started to enter the 
road to Hin Lahd Nai village. 
 
When I entered the village, I was amazed by how green the village is.  There are so 
many big trees along both sides of the road cross passing the hilly area.  At the end of 
the road, I saw some houses built on the hill slope.  All the houses are made of 
combination of woods, concrete and most of them have blue roof.  The leader of the 
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village later told me that last year and the time before all houses had roof from some 
kind of palm leaf.  However, there was a huge hurricane with hale struck down the 
village and blown away all roofs on the houses.   
 
According to the village leader, this village was established more than 50 years ago. 
Before they built Hin Lahd Nai village, they were living in Mae Taeng in Chiang Mai 
Province.  Because of chicken pok plague and many people died, then they decided to 
move the village to other place (which is now the location of Hin Lahd Nai).  The Hin 
Lahd Nai Village is a small village.  It consists of 21 houses with average 5-6 people 
live in each house.   
 
The village has a certain rule for the village contour.  They have particular area for 
water catchments area which consists of reserved (untouchable) forest in the highest 
peak across the slope where the houses are located.  Below the water catchments area, 
there is the 10 rai cemetery.  Below the cemetery, they have the agro-forestry area in 
which the villagers plant some tea just under the big trees that are left alone.  They 
don’t cut the big trees at all to plant the tea trees.  The agro-forestry area is around 
600 rai.  Above the houses area, they have the forest for use (to get firewood, or 
woods for building houses, etc.) in around 500 rai.  All of these areas are community 
lands.  Everybody in the village is allowed to use it.  Their motto is no matter who 
plants the trees; they can use it or harvest them together.  They say everything is 
enough and even abundant for everybody in the village.   
 
Behind the dwelling area, there are some rice fields.  These rice fields belong to 
individual that can be passed on to their heirs.  These rice fields consist of two types 
of rice field.  In the basin, they have wet rice fields.  On the hills they have dry rice 
field that is mixed with some other plants such as corn, vegetables, fruits, medicine, 
ingredients plants, and everything they want to plant.   
 
The Karen people in Hin Lahd Nai village live from agriculture (rice and vegetables), 
forest product gathering, and raising cattle. At first, I thought they only raise chicken 
and pig when I saw the cages under the houses, but then I got information that they 
also raise cow but they release all the cows into the forest and see them once in a 
while every week.  But for the Karens in Nong Muntha Village, they raise their cow 
and buffalo in the village.  For forest product gathering, the people only get several 
kinds of mushroom, bamboo shoots, some particular leave for medicine, some fire 
woods, and tea leave.   
 
As for the Karen in Nong Muntha village, their condition is almost the same with the 
Hin Lahd Nai village but for agriculture, they grow rice, vegetables, corn, sometimes 
flower and fruits. The Nong Muntha Village is younger than Hin Lahd Nai Village.  It 
was established 30 years ago.  It is also a small Karen village with only 28 houses, 
with 105 people live in the village.  The Nong Muntha is located in Mae Wang 
District, under the administration of Mae Win Sub District.  From Mae Win town, it 
takes 3 hours walk in the jungle to the village.  The distant is around 10 km.   
 
Economic System  
I will examine the Karens access to market, finance, and resurce as the economic 
security variables I employ in this discourse.  I will start with the access to market and 
finance.  In the case of Hin Lahd Nai Village, the access to market is intimately 
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related with one of the tradition they have since time immemorial: tea leaf.  At the 
beginning they only took the tea leave for miang.  Miang is a habit to chew the tea 
leave, it is their tradition passed by their ancestor hundred years ago.  The tea leave of 
Hin Lahd Nai then became very popular among the tea traders after a Chinese came to 
the village and had a taste on the tea around 27-28 years ago when the road 
connecting Chiang Rai-Chiang Mai was built.  Tea leave become economically 
important for the people in Hin Lahd Nai Village because the tea leaf then have 
economic value in the tea leaf market.   
 

 
Tea leaf of Hin Lahd Nai 

 
Some traders then asked the villagers to plant more tea trees.  Regarding the market 
demand on the tea leaf, the villagers then had a meeting to discuss the matter.  They 
decided that they did not want to expand the tea business into some kind of tea 
plantation.  They were concern about the environment if they change their tradition of 
planting the tea trees.  The Karen in Hin Lahd Nai planted their tea trees between big 
trees in the forest, most of them on the steep areas.  In this way, they can manage to 
preserve the forest and at the same time produce the tea leaf for their own 
consumption and the rest is for sale.   
 
The villagers then built contact with the nearest tea factory in Wiang Pa Pao to offer 
their small tea leaf production.  It is good that they had the deal with local tea factory.  
Before the tea leaf business, the Karen in Hin Lahd Nai had to sale some part of their 
rice production to the neighbouring villages to earn some income.   
 

 
A Karen Woman with Bunch of Dried Tea Leaf 
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In their eyes, it is very good for their forest and for their daily income.  They just plant 
the tea tree once, after 7 years they can harvest the tea leave everyday without any 
particular treatment to take care the tea tree.  One family can get 3,000 to 10,000 Bath 
per month from tea leaf.  For the environment, because the tea trees are planted 
between the big trees in the forest, they don’t have to cut down the big trees or clear 
up the land for agriculture and they will have good forest forever.  Hence, the tea 
business carried out by the Karens in Hin Lahd Nai has good economic value and at 
the same time it is environmentally friendly.   
 
Before the tea bussines came to Hin Lahd Nai Village, the people there relied their 
income on rice production. In the past, they sometimes sold their rice to get some 
money.  Because of they now have access to the factory as their market, the Karens in 
Hin Lahd Nai then were able to reduce their rice production.  The rice production is 
only for their own consumption, along with the vegetables they plant are only for their 
own consumption.  The usage of rice seed in the past was around 80 kg of rice seed 
per year up is now reduced to only 20 kg per year.  When the rice production is 
reduced, the need of open land for rice field is also lower.  They then convert some of 
the ex-rice field into forest.  Therefore the forest area was broadening.   
 
Besides tea leaf, the Karens in Hin Lahd Nai Village also have other commodities that 
have economic value.  From the forest, during the early of the rainy season, they will 
gather lots of mushrooms and bamboo shoot.   

          
Mushroom in the Forest and Together with Bamboo Shoot in the Markets 

 
As we can see in the traditional markets in Chiang Mai and sometimes we can find 
them in some supermarkets, the mushrooms have their own place among people in 
Thailand.  The mushrooms are quite popular.  Due to the high demand, the 
mushrooms have good price in the market.  The Karens see this as great opportunity 
to raise their income.   
 
As for the bamboo shoot, the Karens in Hin Lahd Nai Village grow bamboo trees in 
the forest.  Every year they take two out of three bamboo shoots from every bamboo 
cluster.  Bamboo grows very good in Hin Lahd Nai.  That is why year after year they 
have very good bamboo shoot harvest.  Every year, the Hin Lahd Nai Village can get 
100,000-200,000 Bath from selling bamboo shoot.   
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The condition is quite different in Nong Muntha Village.  People there don’t want to 
sell the mushrooms or bamboo shoot they gather from the forest.  They only get them 
for their own consumption.  According to them, they have enough money from 
working together with the Royal Project.   
 
In Nong Muntha, the Karens have relationship with the Royal Project2 in Mae Wang 
District.  Around 30 years ago, the people in Nong Muntha went to the Royal Project 
“to study” about agriculture for 3 or 4 months.  Today, they get some seeds of fruit or 
flower from the Royal Project for free and then they grow the seeds in their village.  
When it is time to harvest, they sell the product to the Royal Project with cheaper 
price compared when they sell it to ordinary trader.  Yet, the people in Nong Muntha 
are happier to sell the product to the Royal Project because they get the seeds from 
there and the Royal Project provides the transportation to the village.  The people 
there say that the money they get from the Royal Project is enough for them.  
However, not all people in the village join the Royal Project.  It is because the Karens 
feel they have enough with their rice and vegetable for their own consumption for the 
whole year. 
 
For agriculture, besides wet rice field cultivation, it is true that the Karens use the 
rotational agriculture system which requires burning the field every year.  The 
rotational system that they call as “Lai Mun Wien” is rotational cultivation that in Hin 
Lahd Nai, the cycle is 7 years, while in Nong Muntha, it is 5 years cycle.  The 
rotational system is when this year they plant in area A for the whole year.  The next 
year, they will leave the area A alone, don’t touch the area A at all for the next 5-7 
years and move to area B.  The next year they will leave the area B alone and move to 
area C.  That is the system and they will be back to area A in 5-7 years later.  When 
they return to area A which they don’t touch for 5-7 years, area A has become a nice 
green forest with big trees.  They will cut down the trees and sometimes leave two or 
three big trees behind.  Then, they burn the area to clear up the land from unwanted 
plant and start to cultivate the land.   
 
Employing the Lai Mun Wien system, the Karens argue that this system is better for 
the forest and for the soil than intensive agriculture which requires large scale of area 
and intensive usage of chemical fertilizer.  This is the difference between Lai Mun 
Wien and intensive agriculture according to the Karens: 
 

Lai Mun Wien Intensive Agriculture 
It doesn’t need fertilizer because after a 
year, they will move to another place 
with good soil condition. 

It needs so much chemical fertilizer 
because they plant the land all the year 
and the soil has no time to rest to bring 
back the fertility of the soil.   

After they use a particular land, they will 
leave the land for 5-7 years to gain its 
fertility.  During 5-7 years, the trees will 
grow and become a nice green forest, 
which is good for the environment.   

It’s only bold land without big trees all 
the time for years.  It’s not good for the 
environment.  Furthermore, the chemical 
fertilizer makes the land harder and 
harder every year to cultivate.   

                                                 
2 Royal Project is an agricultural research project which was initiated in June 1973 in order to introduce 
particular agricultural technology based to replace income lost by the elimonation of opium production 
in Thailand.   
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They don’t have to buy seed because 
some of their organic plants harvest can 
be saved for next year seed. 

They need to get hybrid seed for 
intensive agriculture.  Second generation 
of the hybrid plant is not as good as the 
first. So they need to buy the seed for the 
next year. 

More economic because they don’t need 
to buy any fertilizer and seeds.   

Farmers have to buy chemical fertilizer 
and seeds.   

 
Lai Mun Wien System Cycle in a Year 

January February March April 
1. Mat meu rie 
kwaan (a ceremony 
before cutting tree 
to clear up the field 
for cultivation) 

1. Cut the trees in 
the forest for rice 
field (Lai Mun 
Wien system) 

1. Clean the grass 
in the field 

1.Burn the grass 
and small trees to 
clear up the field 
and control the 
grass seeds. 
2. Get the honey 
from the forest 

-harvesting old tea 
leaf for strong taste 
tea; the tea leaf 
price is very cheap 
only 10 Bath/kg for 
dry leaf, 6 Bath/kg 
for fresh leaf 

-harvesting old tea 
leaf for strong taste 
tea; the tea leaf 
price is very cheap 
only 10 Bath/kg for 
dry leaf, 6 Bath/kg 
for fresh leaf 

-harvesting old tea 
leaf for strong taste 
tea; the tea leaf 
price is very cheap 
only 10 Bath/kg for 
dry leaf, 6 Bath/kg 
for fresh leaf 

-harvesting young 
tea leaf; the young 
tea leaf is very 
expensive, 100 
Bath/kg for dry leaf 

May June July August 
1.The end of May, 
if it starts to 
raining, they start 
to plant rice and 
other vegetables 
seeds, more than 50 
specieses. 
2.Ceremony for 
spirit of the forest 
 

1.Prepare the wet 
rice field  
2.Cut the grass in 
the forest garden 
for the first time 
3.Plant rice in the 
wet rice field 
4.harvesting some 
vegetables for the 
first time. 

5. ceremony to the 
spirit of water 
 

1.Plant rice in rice 
field 
2.Cutting grass for 
the second time 
3.Getting and 
selling bamboo 
shoot 
4.Harvesting 
vegetables 

1.Big harvesting 
for bamboo shoot; 
can get 100,000-
200,000 B/year for 
the whole village 
2.Everymonth 
cutting the grass 
3.Every month 
harvesting 
vegetables  

-harvesting young 
tea leaf 

-harvesting young 
tea leaf 

-harvesting young 
tea leaf 

-harvesting young 
tea leaf 

September October November December 
1.Harvesting 
vegetables in the 
forest 
2.Cutting the grass 

1.Harvesting rice in 
the forest garden 
2.Harvesting 
vegetables 

1.Bringing rice 
from forest garden 
to the rice house, 
safe some seeds for 
next year 
2.Harvesting rice 
from the wet rice 
field 

1.Harvesting rice 
from wet rice field 
& bring the rice to 
the rice house 
2.Ceremony to 
thank to the Mae 
Pho Sok (the 
mother of rice) 
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3.Harvesting 
vegetables 

   -start to harvesting 
old tea leaf 

Note:  
1.The column with red letters is only in Hin Lahd Nai Village. 
2. The blue letters are social & cultural activity. 
 
For the Karens in Nong Muntha, most of them don’t sell their harvest from the Lai 
Mun Wien System.  They plant for their own consumption.  One family occupy 10 to 
20 rai of cultivation area, therefore food is always sufficient for Karen people in Nong 
Muntha Village.  However, they have income from other aspect.  Their village is 
sometimes visited by tourist.  Since 5 years ago, they opened their village for tourism.  
They built a guesthouse and some of them are able to speak English.   
 
Now, I am coming for the third variable of economic security; access to resource.  In 
both villages, the majority of the people live from agriculture and food gathering in 
the forest.  First, I will talk about access to resource in agriculture.  The most 
important thing for agriculture is land, in spite of the land as their basic cultural 
identity as farmers.   
 
In 1961, the Thailand government issued the National Park Act B.E. 2504. All forest 
lands in Thailand that did not registered as private land are claimed to be part of 
national park.  The land to be determined as national park must not be owned or 
legally possessed by any person other than a public body3.  The problem then 
occurred when in reality many indigenous people migrated from Burma to the 
mountains in the Northern and North-eastern of Thailand long before the National 
Park Act was issued inhabiting some areas which are claimed to be National Park.  
Suddenly, the indigenous people who are often called as the hill tribes became illegal 
in their villages.  The problem was because most of the villages where the indigenous 
people live were not administratively registered as “Thai” village.  Most of the 
villagers were not registered as Thai citizen.  Therefore the Thailand government did 
not recognize their villages as under the Thailand government, in other word, they 
were illegal.   
 
The years of struggle and conflicts between the indigenous groups and the Thai 
government emerged with the involvement of some NGOs.  The struggle then 
delivered whatsocalled the Thai Community Forestry Bill which is trying to push the 
parliament to acknowledge the indigenous people’s right over the land use and the 
involvement of the indigenous people in the forest management.  This bill is built 
under the Thailand Constitution 1997 section 46, 56, and 794. 
                                                 
3 National Park Act B.E. 2504, chapter 1 section 6.  
4 Thailand Constitution section 46: Persons so assembling as to be a traditional community shall have 
the right to conserve or restore their customs, local knowledge, arts or good culture of their community 
and of the nation and participate in the management, maintenance, preservation and exploitation of 
natural resources and the environment in a balanced fashion and persistently as provided by law. 

Thailand Constitution section 56: The right of a person to give to the State and communities 
participation in the preservation and exploitation of natural resources and biological diversity and in the 
protection, promotion and preservation of the quality of the environment for usual and consistent 
survival in the environment which is not hazardous to his or her health and sanitary c ondition,welfare 
or quality of life, shall be protected, as provided by law. 
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For the Karens in Hin Lahd Nai Village, they have been struggling for more than 15 
years to get their land title.  Hin Lahd Nai now is registered as a Thai village; village 
number 7, together with three other Karen villages (Huey Sa Kaw, Hin Lahd Nok, and 
Pha Yeung) in the area.   The Karens in Hin Lahd Nai Village feel quite secure when 
they have administratively registered as legal village.  However, they still concern 
about some issue that I will explain later in the chapter of Relation between the 
Karens and Thai Government.   
 
As for the Nong Muntha Village, they are now registered as legal village together 
with three Karens communities.  The big community has 50 houses with more than 
200 people.  The second one where I went to get data has 28 houses with 105 people.  
The third has 10 houses with 40 people.  The last one has 35 houses with almost 200 
people.    
 
Socio-Economic System 
The economic activity among the Karen people (as if any other community) 
sometimes determines the social life of the community or the other way around, the 
social live determines the people’s economic activity.  Yet, for sure, the economic life 
and social life of group of people who live together in the forest are closely relating to 
each other and definitely cannot be separated.   
 
The Karen tradition, when the village is growing more than 60 houses, they must 
break the village at least into two villages.  They will then choose a location for the 
new village.  The new location must contain good soil and more importantly good 
water source.  When they say village, the Thai government may say community.  
Therefore, administratively, they are under the same village administration.  There is 
no doubt that human population always grows.  And for the Karen way of life with 
the Lai Mun Wien system, they will need wide land for the rotational cultivation.  We 
can calculate how many rai or how many hectares for them to build new village with 
more new land for cultivation.  Indeed this issue requires all parties involved, such as 
the Karens themselves, the NGOs, and policy maker to work harder seeking the 
solution.    
 
For the Karens, when entering the rainy season, they started to prepare the land for 
wet rice plantation and have ceremony for the Spirit of the forest & the following 
month they have ceremony for the Spirit of the water.  In the ceremony, they will kill 

                                                                                                                                            
Any project or activity which may seriously affect the quality of the environment shall not be 
permitted, unless its impacts on the quality of the environment have been studied and evaluated and 
opinions of an independent organization, consisting of representatives from private environmental 
organizations and from higher education institutions providing studies in the environmental field, have 
been obtained prior to the operation of such project or activity, as provided by law. 
The right of a person to sue a State agency, State enterprise, local government organization or other 
State authority to perform the duties as provided by law under paragraph one and paragraph two shall 
be protected. 

Thailand Constitution section 79: The State shall promote and encourage public participation in the 
preservation, maintenance and balanced exploitation of natural resources and biological diversity and 
in the promotion, maintenance and protection of the quality of the environment in accordance with the 
persistent development principle as well as the control and elimination of pollution affecting public 
health, sanitary conditions, welfare and quality of life. 
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chicken or pig5 and offer its blood for the spirits in order to invite the spirit to help 
them in the agriculture activity to success.  When they want to flow the water to their 
wet rice field for the first time of the year, they offer the blood of the chicken or the 
pig to the spirit of water.  In the end of the year, normally in December when they 
harvest the rice from the wet rice field, they will celebrate and have ceremony to 
thank to the spirit of the mother of rice. 
 
For the ceremonies, one family will include some other families in the process.  When 
I was there in Hin Lahd Nai Village, one family was holding a ceremony for the spirit 
of water.  They offered pig.  After the pigs blood was pouring to the offering pole 
with the some flower and leaves on it, they cooked the pig at the hut in the field and 
ate it together with all other families in the field at the moment.  It supports to create 
solidarity among them.  When one family work in the rice field, some other family 
will help them.  There is a notion among the Karens that it is no matter who plant, 
everybody will help and nurture and harvest to fulfil their need.  When their 
neighbour does not have enough rice the others will help them.  The tradition in Nong 
Muntha is exactly the same.  Everything they do is for everybody.  There is a joke in 
Nong Muntha, they don’t need ATM but they need eighty hands.   
 
What I admire the most about the Karen is their local wisdom: the principal of 
enough.  When the tea traders asked the Karens in Hin Lahd Nai to cut down all the 
trees in the forest to build wider tea plantation, they refused because they think they 
have enough money and they don’t want to destroy their environment by doing so.  
When the bamboo shoot can factory asked them to provide more bamboo shoots, they 
refused because they need to manage the bamboo production in sustainable way (the 2 
out of 3 system).  When the Karens in Nong Muntha were asked don’t they want more 
money by selling more forest product?  They say, they have enough forest products 
for their own consumption and they have enough money from the Royal Project.   
 
The social system in both villages is quite similar.  In Hin Lahd Nai Village all 
villagers are buddists but still practising traditional believe such as give offering to the 
spirits.  In the mean time, in Nong Muntha Village the people embrace Buddhist, 
Christian, and Animism but like in Hin Lahd Nai people, the Karens in Nong Muntha 
are also still practising traditional belive.  The Karens in Nong Muntha Village are 
very proud of the harmony among the people with different religions.   
 
The Karens in Hin Lahd Nai and Nong Muntha also have the same tradition in 
clothing.  For woman who is still single, they have to wear white clothe6.  As for 
woman who is married, they wear other colour clothe.  They buy some clothes, such 
as t-shirt, but they still weave their traditional clothes.  The weaving work is mainly 
conducted by the women, sometimes, the girls help their mother.   
 
The Karens in both villages have similar tradition on facing emergency situation that 
requires spending money.  They have community fund for emergency cases; cases 
like someone get into an accident that needs to go to the hospital, or a woman who 
needs to deliver her baby, or someone get sick (malaria or something).  They can 
                                                 
5 Killing animal, chicken or pig as the offering depends on the wealth of the family or sometimes they 
follow their family tradition.   
6 They believe that when a single woman wear clothe other than the white one, they will loose their 
mind.   
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borrow money from the community fund for transportation to the hospital and buying 
foods while they are at the hospital.  As for the treatment cost, they have health card 
from the Thai government that allows them to get treated for free.  After they return 
home, they can give back the money they borrow to the community fund.   
 
The community fund is collected from several sources.  In Hin Lahd Nai Village, they 
will cut every 10% of their income from selling tea leaf, bamboo shoot and 
mushrooms.  Besides that, when they receive money from visitor or they receive 
donation, they will give the money directly to the community fund.   
 
In Nong Muntha Village, the system is the same but the percentage is different.  In 
Nong Muntha, the only income that will be cut for the emergency fund is only from 
tourism.  When the tourist comes to the village, they will cut 20% of the income from 
tourism for emergency fund.  There is also a different system in Nong Muntha.  They 
also have community rice house.  Every time the villagers harvest rice, they will cut 
20% of their rice and give it to the community rice house.  Therefore, when someone 
doesn’t have rice anymore to cook, she or he can get it from the community rice 
house.  She or she must return the rice they borrow from the next year’s harvest.   
 
With the saving system, the Karens in both villages are feel even more secure to live 
in their village.  Moreover, the Thailand government give them the health card for 
free health care.  As for school, they can go to school for free.  But when they want to 
study in the university they have to pay.  However, the Thailand government often 
offer them hill tribe scholarship to study in the university.  The Hin Lahd Nai Village 
leader’s son is now studying in a university in Chiang Rai.  He is studying 
information and technology.  He gets the scholarship from the Thailand Government.  
In return, he has to help the gardener of the campus to take care of some gardens in 
the campus everyday after school hour.  In this sense, the Karens feel really secure in 
education for their children.   
 
The Karens and Forest 
The Karens are famous for their close relationship life with forest.  For Karen people 
(also in both Hin Lahd Nai and Nong Muntha), forest is very important to support 
their life, not only economic life but also social and cultural life.  In Hin Lahd Nai, 
they have principal of community forest.  Everybody in the village has every right to 
take anything they can find in the community forest land, such as tea leaf, mushrooms 
and bamboo shoot that grow on the community forest land.  They are allowed to 
harvest the tea leaf, mushrooms and bamboo shoot as many as their arm can take.  
They never have conflict concerning this system because they teach their children 
about the social value since they are on very young age.   
 
Culturally, the forest is part of their family.  When there is a new born baby, the 
Karens will put the baby’s umbilical cord in a bamboo tube and then tie the tube onto 
a trunk of a tree.  The tree then becomes part of the family and they will nurture the 
tree with love.   Not only that, the Karens, no matter what religion they embrace, they 
still respect their traditional believe and still practice it.  In their traditional believe, 
they will have ceremony to honour the spirit of the water, forest, air, sky, earth, rice, 
and some more elements of nature (according to the NGO activist, she counts the 
spirit the Karens honour, they have around 37 spirits to honour).  This is implying that 
the Karens live very much based on the harmony of nature.   
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For Karens, forests are very important because most of the spirits they honour are in 
the forest.  They very concern about their young generation if they are not allowed to 
stay in the forest.  They are afraid that they will loose their thousand year of tradition.  
When Thai government offered them to be replaced from the National Park to some 
other place the Karens in Hin Lahd Nai refused.  They were worried that the new 
place doesn’t have good forest or good soil for them to live based on their tradition.  
Therefore, they are persistant to stay in their place right now with their beautiful green 
forest and good social and economic life.   
 
The Karens and Concession 
The wisdom of the Karens upon managing agriculture and preserving the forest is 
very famous.  Their hundreds of year of living in harmony with the forest is really a 
fact and resulting to their well understanding on forestry character.  The Karen people 
know about the specific time to cut the trees.  During February is the best time to cut 
the trees.  
 
When a tree is cut in February, it will grow again with good condition.  If they neglect 
this rule, the tree will not grow again after they cut it down.  According to the 
villagers in Hin Lahd Nai, this is the exact reason why the concession that came to 
their village 20 years ago and cut down all big trees made the forest bold for very long 
time since the forest can’t regrow themselves; the concession did not considering the 
right timing to cut down the trees.  The concession came to the village 20 years ago 
and operating everyday for the full three years and managed to cut down all valuable 
big trees with high economic value.  During the cutting down everyday the old people 
in the village cried because they were feeling so sad watching the forest all clear cut.  
After 3 years, the concession that operated in the village stopped just when the Thai 
government announced the logging ban in all over Thailand.   
 
The information about the concession operation in the area 20 years ago explains to 
me why I only see young forests in Northern Thailand.  Similar information about the 
massive operation of some concessions in other areas across Thailand in around the 
same period is also mentioned in some articles7.   
 
The Karen people of Hin Lahd Nai did not stop the concession from operating in their 
village area because the concession was holding legal letter of approval from Thai 
government.  They just watched the trucks coming empty and going full of logs.  
According to the villagers, the concession favoured some particular trees that are 
known for their good quality, their strength and good price in the log market.  Only a 
few big trees that had no economical value left behind by the concession.  After the 
concession left, the villagers started to nurture the forest land from scratch. There was 
no support such as financial or other support from the government, not even seed of 
trees.   
 
Relation between the Karens and Thai Government 
In Hin Lahd Nai, during the 20 years after the concession left the villages, the 
villagers ever asked the Thai governments support twice when they entered dry 
season.  They asked Thai government to give them several people to help them 

                                                 
7 www.illegal-logging 
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building the fire holder in the forest to prevent the fire to go wider.  The villagers did 
not want support of money, they just asked for some more people sent by the Thai 
government to help them.  However, twice as well the Thai government never sent the 
help to Hin Lahd Nai village.  The villagers managed to build fire block.  When the 
villagers succeed to prevent the fire using their own traditional way by cutting down 
some trees and clear the path from any bushes or grass, 2 meters wide on the steep 
and 1 meter wide on flat land around their village, the government offered them some 
help in the next year.  The villagers rejected the support from the Thai government 
because they felt they can manage themselves.   
 
Since the location where the Hin Lahd Nai village is declared as part of Khun Che 
National Park, there has been some discourse emerges.  At first, the village was 
considered as illegal.  But the national motion of the local people (mostly indigenous 
people) in the whole country to gain their right of living in the forest and managing 
the forest under the Thailand Constitution 1997 delivered the Community Forestry 
Bill (CFB) that then the draft was approved by the Thai Cabinet on 30 April 19968. It 
influences the existence of the Hin Lahd Nai village which is then registered as 
village number 7 in Tambon Ban Pung (subdistrict), Amphoe Wiang Pa Pao (district), 
Chiang Rai Province.   
 
After this, the Hin Lahd Nai village must follow the administration regulation.  They 
are now part of TAO (Tambon Administrative Organization).  Through this 
organization, every support or program from Thai government will be delivered.  
Some programs such as road construction were held in Hin Lahd Nai.  According to 
the village chief, the Karens in Hin Lahd Nai village actually barely need any support 
or program from the Thai government, especially after the Thai government had 
rejected their first two request regarding support to build the fire block some years 
ago.   
 
However, the Karens feel they need to have good relationship with the government 
since up until today, they still have some concern that there is a possibility of policy 
swift that makes them leave the area where the Hin Lahd Nai village is now located.  
Therefore, they select some programs that they really can gain benefit from it.  Yet, 
last year, the Hin Lahd Nai people enjoyed the facility from the Thai government.  It 
was when their village was wiped out by hard storm that made all roofs of the houses 
in the village flew away. With in a week after they reported the incident to TAO, the 
Thai Government sent blue roofs to the village.   
 
The Hin Lahd Nai people rejected several projects from the Thai government, such as 
building a home stay in the village for tourism.  They do not want too much influence 
from outsider because they are concern that their tradition someday will change into 
something else against what they are holding right now.  They also select which NGO 
or international institution9 who wants to work with them or give them support.   
 
The strategy employed by the Karens in Nong Muntha to establish relationship with 
the Thai government is different from Hin Lahd Nai.  They choose to cooperate with 
                                                 
8 The process is still on going.   
9 So far, only JICA is allowed to give support to the Karens in Hin Lahd Nai.  JICA contacted the son 
of the village leader who is studying in a university in Chiang Mai.  JICA gave support to build the 
village hall and water tanks.   
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the Thai government.  When the Thai government promoted agriculture to replace 
their opium plantation with the establishment of the Royal Project, most of the Karens 
in Nong Muntha joint the project and learnt to practice agriculture.   
 
Socio-Economic Security 
From the findings above, we can see that both Karen villages have similarities in 
economic and social system.  People in both villages employ Lai Mun Wien system 
for agriculture.  They also gather forest products, such as mushrooms and bamboo 
shoot, but Hin Lahd Nai people also sell the forest product while Nong Muntha only 
gather forest products for their own consumption.  Anyhow, the Karens in both 
villages so far have their food supply secure every year from the agriculture and 
gathering forest products.   
 
Moreover, both villages have access to market and finance.  The Karens in Hin Lahd 
Nai Village have their tea leaf commodity provides them with abundant income.  
Furthermore, the forest product such as mushrooms and bamboo shoots also 
contribute to their economic security.  As for the Karens in Nong Muntha, they are 
related to the Royal Project in Mae Wang district, in which the Royal Project is 
willing to buy all agriculture products from people of Nong Muntha Village.  They 
also open their village for tourism and gain some income from renting the guesthouse 
and also selling souvenirs and drinks.   
 
The Karens in both villages have social system of community saving for emergency 
situations, although, the detail of the saving system is different but the principal is 
similar.  As we can see here that the saving system is very crucial considering that 
their communities need to have security for their community survival in this modern 
world.  However, for health care, the Thai government has appropriate policy to 
release the health care card for them to get health care for free.  As for education, the 
Thai government give free education for indigenous student and scholarship if they 
want to continue study in university.   
 
Traditionally, the Karens in both villages have the system to preserve the forest by 
employing some believe of “umbilical cord forest”.  The best thing of the Karen local 
wisdom is their principal of enough.  By imposing this principal, they will have their 
way of life sustainable and environmentally friendly.   
 
In order to preserve their traditional way of life, the Karens in both villages need to 
secure their rights over land tenure and forest management.  This is the tricky part 
because for this purpose, the Karens must deal with the Thai government.  The Karens 
are living in National Parks where by the law; they are not allowed to expand their 
area.  In the mean time, unavoidable, the population growth demands more land.  
Moreover, the indigenous people cannot rely their life on the community forest bill 
that is given back to the Thai parliament because the approved revision was denied by 
the NGOs and indigenous people because the essence of the approved one is not 
accommodative enough for indigenous people.  Without land to cultivate and forest to 
manage, the Karens will become poor people.  Unless they earn their fully right over 
the land tenure and the forest management and confirm by the Thai law, the battle for 
socio-economic security for the Karens in Thailand is still in front of them because 
many possibilities can still emerge.   
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